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Valdivia as Home for a Winter

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/valdivia-as-home-for-a-winter/

By 2006 we’d retired from our jobs, sold everything to buy a boat, said goodbye to neighbours, friends
and relatives and headed straight for New Zealand. After experiencing the circle tour of various ‘must-
see’ South Pacific delights, we spent our second Christmas in the Southern Hemisphere. We were with
friends in Nelson, New Zealand, when they presented us with an inspirational little illustrated volume
entitled, “Guia Nautica de Ginger”.
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 Ginger, the cruising cat from Nanook of the North. Ginger’s photo album was a great inspiration to us.

Ginger plays the role of tour guide in Southern Chile – one of the greatest cruising grounds in the world.
Ginger is a huge tomcat who deigned to accompany our friends Maurice and Katie Cloughley to Chile in
their wooden ketch, Nanook of the North on one of their globe-encircling cruises. In the Guide, a series
of photos are accompanied by appropriate charts of locations and a brief commentary of Ginger’s
reaction to the place.  For instance, at Isla Vittorio (photo of Ginger basking in the sunlight in a patch of
tall grasses with snow-covered mountains in the distance) Ginger laments, “I wanted to retire to this
Island, but they made me leave.” At Bahias Darwin and Anna Pink, he says, “Don’t go to this place; it’s
awful.”

Various ‘action’ photos show Ginger participating in some of the activities that are unique to cruising in
Patagonia. While on the beach of a large bay with Maurice tending a fire, Ginger says, “Here I am, on the
outer spit at Santo Domingo, doing a spot of beach-combing and helping to burn some garbage.” The first
of two photos taken at Bahia Wadsworth shows Ginger staring down at the bottom of a small waterfall,
with Katie by his side. He says, “I helped collect fresh water … and was first up the hill, as always.” This
comment is accompanied by a second photo of Ginger looking down at Maurice trudging up the hill. At
Estero Vito, Ginger complains, “He always needs me to help with those stupid lines.” The photo shows
the disgruntled feline lying on Maurice’s lap, while he is trying to row the dinghy and untangle the line.
Somewhere along the way, Ginger says, “The crew tie the boat to a dock in the Rio Calle Calle … and I
move ashore to a casita in Valdivia for the winter.”

So taking Ginger’s advice, we made our first trip to Chile and Patagonia a few months later, and decided
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to stay in Valdivia for the winter. We returned this year (10 years later) to the same dock we’d tied to in
2007. We didn’t have to move ashore – we were able to dock both times at the Club de Yates Valdivia,
where our well-insulated boat kept us comfortable in the cold winter rains.

 At the dock

We were lucky to get a spectacular berth at the Club right on Rio Valdivia. There are few berths available
for boats of our size, but both years, after a preliminary wait (when we were rafted outside larger boats),
we were able to tie up on one of the outside docks. Our friends, Franco and Kath, aboard Caramor (a
Welsh-registered vessel), fit comfortably inside the inner docks of the Club. Our neighbours on Red Max
(Belgians who are now in French Polynesia) were most amiable. We’ve had fun meeting a variety of
‘world cruisers’ while waiting for the various seasons to advance. Many larger boats take advantage of
some excellent facilities at the sister-club in nearby Estancilla, or at the marina run by Alwoplast – both
further down-river.
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 Yacht Club our view from cockpit

The small city of Valdivia is favoured by the inhabitants (and taxi drivers) as, “the best city in Chile”. At
our dock, we have the river in the foreground and snowy mountains as a backdrop. It’s a university town,
so the presence of lots of students creates a feeling of energy and youth to daily life and we’ve been able
to attend lectures and concerts. There’s very little crime and the population is most ‘amable’. You can
choose to shop in the excellent supermarkets or at the sea-side market, ‘Feria Fluvial’, eat in various
wonderful restaurants and drink tasty and inexpensive wines. The University has Schools of both
Medicine and Dentistry and offer expert healthcare. Larry has given a talk (in Spanish) on cruising to
Antarctica at the School of Marine Engineering. We’ve entertained some of the students and the faculty
aboard our home.
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 Valdivia Cozy hotel

As you walk around town, you are entertained by guitar or accordion players and even horses on the
street. As there are not many tourists, we have found it necessary to learn Spanish. By speaking the
language, it is easy to make friends, arrange boat repairs and provision. Larry was already competent in
the language. He’d worked as a pilot in Guatemala, walked the Inca Trail in Peru, and sailed the coast of
Spain as well as taking some university-level Spanish courses. He has continued to do all the
communications with the Armada (the Chilean Navy) and a lot of the bargaining and purchasing.

We took several 2-week Spanish immersion courses in Buenos Aires, Argentina in 2008. These courses,
and the Rosetta Stone computer-based course, have been very helpful. I can communicate my needs and
even make a joke now and then. Of course, I got a huge laugh when, trying to to rent a horse (caballo) for
my 70th birthday, I instead asked where I could rent a “caballero” (gentleman)!

In 2007, after we endured a difficult 33-day passage from New Zealand, we tied up our boat and cleared
through the formalities in Valdivia. Formalities are a compulsory experience of international arrivals –
and often departures – everywhere. They vary and are time-consuming, though generally pleasant. In
Valdivia, the Navy asks boating questions and requests forms to be filled out. The federal police (Policia
de Investigaciones or PDI), who handle immigration, request more forms and stamped passports,
authorizing 90 days in the country.  Finally, the Agriculture Department checked food on board,
determined what is admissible into Chile and disposed of anything not allowed.  All the officials were
courteous and pleasant, and helpfully answered questions about procedures or ‘tramites’, as they are
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called in Spanish. The manager of the Yacht Club communicated with Customs officials – located some
distance away in Osorno – on our behalf. By fax, they issued a permit for our boat to remain in Chile for
up to one year.

All this heavy form-filling complete, we went ashore to buy groceries. We instantly discovered how
much we didn’t know and could not have learned from a guide book. For instance, you need to discern
which products need to be weighed and priced in the vegetable section before you go to the cashier,
versus which products (such as individual peppers) are already tagged with a paper stamp and thus don’t
need to be weighed. You need to know that the youngster who packs your groceries (generally a student
trying to pay their rent) needs to be given a tip. You need to be able to respond when the cashier asks if
you have a proprietary card for the store. If you want to use a credit card to pay, you need to know you
need a RUT card and that your passport can be used instead. You’ll be asked if you would like a printed
‘factura’, for business purposes, or if a simple ‘boleta’ will do. You have to know to press the ‘sin
quotas’ button on the credit card machine for a North American credit card.

There are many instances when a RUT card is requested. This is an I.D. card which all Chileans have and
there are many occasions (such as when you try to buy bus tickets or concert seats online or just waiting
in a line-up at the drugstore) where you’re expected to have a RUT. On official occasions, you cannot
circumvent this requirement – you must show your passport.

There are a few disadvantages to life in Valdivia. One is the persistent rain in the winter (and in the
spring, fall and early summer!). A second is the persistent wood smoke. Most locals heat their homes with
wood. If you have allergies to smoke, you will actually begin to prefer the rainy days, as the rain keeps
the smoke down. Although the marina has a washing machine, it does not have a dryer. We find getting
clothes dry inside the boat takes forever, and it has been a necessity to take them to a nearby
‘lavanderia’. This is an inexpensive luxury.

Another disadvantage to living in Valdivia is that you will need to harden your heart to the many friendly,
but possibly sick, stray dogs – ‘perros de calle’ (dogs of the street). They are a sad fact of life in South
America and French Polynesia. If you are bitten by a stray dog, unless you have been vaccinated against
rabies, you will have to undergo a series of anti-rabies injections.

The ‘perros de casa’ (dogs of the home) are kept locked in their owners’ gardens. Unlike the more docile
street dogs, they are guard dogs who lunge out and can bite when the gate to their prison is opened. The
‘calle’ canines amuse themselves by taunting the more privileged ‘casa’ dogs. The ‘calles’ form an On the
Road Gang, flaunting their ability to zoom around, having adventures in front of the ‘perros de casa’,
who are stuck inside. This results in noisy and lengthy choruses of barking and growling.

Of course, the dogs here at the marina are wonderful. The older dog, Bella, will bark in a terrifying
manner as people approach the gate, but stops quickly and starts wagging her tail as soon as she
recognizes people. She is now getting quite elderly and is training little Bruma to take over in her
retirement. They look alike and share the same wonderful characteristics of being wonderful guard dogs
and good friends to the cruisers.
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 Yacht club dogs Bella and Bruma

We have found that our mobile telephone service is the most frustrating service we’ve encountered
anywhere in our travels. Because of our lack of a RUT, we can only add money to our telephones at the
grocery store. The phone company has ‘lost’ numerous text messages. This can create real difficulties in
making and keeping friends, who rarely seem to answer back when you write. While losing your text
messages, the phone company takes great delight in texting you, 2-4 times a day. What is worse is their
predilection to phone the instant you leave Chile … when you are in Canada, Great Britain and Argentina.
Of course, if you answer these calls, roaming charges apply!

Despite these drawbacks, we quickly discovered there were many delights to living here. The city is small
enough to walk nearly everywhere and there are extensive bike paths. If you need a taxi, they’re cheap,
metered and easy to find. The drivers are very honest and you are not expected to tip them. You can also
use the collectivos – these are shared taxis, which drive on established routes and cost as little as $1.60 to
go to Corral, Niebla and Isla Mancera.
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 Valdivia bus

During the trip into Valdivia, you can take a side trip to see the fortifications located high up above the
bay. It dates from the 17th century, during Drake’s ravages along this coast, and are presented in a
historically interesting fashion. Down the street (Calle General Lagos) from the yacht club is a Martello
Tower – one of two fortifications that are inside the town limits. There are many fine and beautiful old
buildings in Spanish style in the centre of town.
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 Martello Tower
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 Valdivia history

We appreciate the cultural opportunities, including the Museo Histórico y Antropológico on Isla Teja, just
across the river near the Universidad Austral de Chile. We’ve been to a number of concerts at the
University, and there’s also a ‘Cine’ club that features good (and low-cost) Spanish-language movies.
Appealing both to students and cost-conscious ‘Yachties’, the University area has many inexpensive and
fun restaurants. Our favourite local restaurant is La Ultima Frontera, and the Lonely Planet says of it:
“you’ll find one-stop traveler nirvana at this bohemian resto-bar with a vibe unmatched in the whole of
Sur Chile.”
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 Valdivia Hisory with Cannons

One of the most amazing taste experiences here is trying to find your favourite, amongst the huge
quantity of different chocolate shops. Our favorite chocolate has a rum-infused-raisin-custard interior and
chocolate exterior. You can also promote weight gain by drinking pisco sours. Pisco is the traditional
Chilean liquor and is mixed with sweetened lemonade, made out of tiny brisk little lemons. The Peruvians
also claim a good Pisco, but we (of course) prefer the Chilean variety.

If you need to get exercise in the cold and rainy winter months after all that chocolate and pisco, the bus
taking you to the huge and beautiful Piscina Aqua leaves from one street away from the Club and returns
to the front of the Club.
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The supermarkets here are quite wonderful. The produce is always fresh and tasty and the meat is good. If
you enjoy shopping in markets, there’s a street market every Tuesday on Baquedano, just a few streets
from the marina. You can also shop for hand-made sweaters and wooden gifts at a huge market next to
the Feria Fluvial. Fishermen bring their fresh catch to this location, and the pelicans and enormous sea
lions wait and roar their approval at the cast-off fish leavings that are thrown into the river for them.
We’ve enjoyed watching the sea lions cruise by the boat as they pass back and forth on the river. They
announce themselves with huge exhalations and sneak up to scare the many youngsters learning to sail in
little Optimist sailboats at our Club.
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 Yacht club Sebast teaching lge

It’s easy and inexpensive to get out of town. We crossed over the mountains to Bariloche, Argentina,
when we need to renew our visas (this needs to be done every 3 months). It was a very scenic trip and
quite comfortable by bus. We also used the bus to visit friends out in the country and to go to a concert in
Frutillar, where the Teatro del Lago Sur hosts an arts program similar to that of Banff School of Fine
Arts, with musical, dance and theatre performances by internationally-renowned artists. The building is
spectacular – it features some of the most beautiful woodwork I have ever seen. The setting by Lago
(lake) Llanqhihue is superb, with views of several volcanoes.
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 Frutillar Concert Hall

The Chilean Armada (navy) are a top-quality organization in our view. We have known of a number of
rescues they’ve made and they are very concerned to keep your boating experience safe. Because
Patagonia is known as a very rigorous region, even for experienced captains and crews, the Armada are
quite strict about the type of equipment you need and will expect you to comply with insurance, safety
equipment, flares and fire extinguishers.

You need to file an exhaustive detailed plan (zarpe) before you leave on any trip, either within the country
or when you leave Chile. You also have to call in to the Armada Offices when you reach various points of
your trip. Twice daily you need to file a report (by email) and if you neglect to do this, you will
inconvenience other yachts in the area because the Armada might call to ask if the missing vessel has
been seen or initiate a search. Once this summer, we had to motor over to establish that another sailboat
(and its owner) were alright. It seemed his communications were not working. On another occasion, we
were asked about a large, unflagged and un-named aluminium vessel that had anchored nearby. Larry had
talked to the Captain (a nice fellow to converse with), who for some reason found it inconvenient to
follow the rules. We’ve also heard of boats (even in one case a Canadian boat) that left the dock without
paying fees or duties that had been levied.

If you do plan to sail in Chile, prepare ahead of time to enjoy this fantastic country, it’s many beautiful
anchorages and to leave a good impression behind.

About The Author

Laurence Roberts and Mary Anne Unrau

Traversay III - Waterline 43', Cutter-rigged steel hull
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Laurence and Mary Anne have sailed over 90,000 miles in the boat since her first launch. They have
crossed every meridian and reached latitudes from 65 S on the Antarctic Peninsula to 80 N at the
northwest tip of Spitsbergen. Ports of Call have included such diverse spots as Pitcairn, South Georgia,
Hamburg, Darwin and the Northwest Passage with lots of places between. 

In 2013 they sailed from St. Katharines Marina, London in late March and voyaged to Victoria, British
Columbia in October via south English ports, the Irish Sea, the Hebrides, Iceland, Greenland, the
Northwest Passage and Alaska.

Their most recent voyage started and ended from with a departure from the Causeway Marina, Victoria in
mid-April 2014 in a North Pacific circuit with stops in Mexico, Hawaii, King Cove Alaska and a return to
Victoria heading south from a Canadian landfall in Prince Rupert. 

_______________________________________________
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From the Vava'u Islands of Tonga to Fiji

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/from-the-vavau-islands-of-tonga-to-fiji/

In the last article from Memories of a Circumnavigation Hugh and Heather continued to explore French
Polynesia and shared their memories about Palmerston Island. Lets continue to follow the adventures of 
Argonauta I, from when they began their journey in 1997 in the Caribbean, until the completion of the
circumnavigation in 2006, when they crossed their 1997 outbound Caribbean track.

The Vava’u Group of Tongan Islands is a perfect cruising ground and ideal for sailboat chartering. Major
companies like Moorings and Sunsail bring in many visitors who spend an idyllic week or two in what
might be the perfect Pacific paradise.  The Vava’u group is not a large cruising area, but it has many
different anchorages. Some are associated with rural Tongan villages filled with friendly, hospitable
inhabitants. Others are isolated and offer a get-away for some quiet time.

We arrived off Vava’u Island at first light, July 4, 2000. We motored up the entrance channel and
anchored off the town of Neiafu by mid-morning and dinghied ashore to complete customs and
immigration formalities. We were soon greeted by the crews from many of the yachts we had met in Bora
Bora. Most cruisers were spending extra time in Tonga, monitoring a recent political coup in Fiji while
deciding where to go next. Some planned to bypass Fiji and sail directly to either Vanuatu or perhaps
New Caledonia. Others decided to stay in Tonga for the season, before heading directly to New Zealand. 
We were committed to sailing to Fiji as we had arranged to meet a couple we knew well who were
vacationing in Western Fiji near Lautoka. Reassuringly, reports from yachts at Musket Cove in Fiji
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suggested there was a minimum of disruption in that area, but we decided to avoid the capital city of
Suva.

We were soon immersed in the social life in Vava’u, which is always active among yachties. Dining
ashore and aboard other yachts while doing our share of hosting kept us busy. We had planned to spend
about two weeks in the Vava’u area, but a technical issue kept us there until August 10, over five weeks.

One becomes used to a certain background noise and when a new sound is heard, one immediately pricks
up one’s ears and wonders what the new noise is about. Often this leads to a fault analysis to identify
where the new noise originates and its cause. Often the biggest mistake is to suspect something complex
or expensive, rather than looking for a simple cause. We had been hearing a slight grinding noise from
our number one, 300 amp alternator for a week or so. Consultation with our fellow cruising wizards,
several of whom had a lot of experience, determined the noise must be a bearing problem. That decision
was wrong and it cost us over $2000 and the better part of three weeks in sourcing parts, damaging the
alternator windings and of course, freight.

 The Beast

Once we got the alternator reinstalled, the noise persisted. Finally, using WD40, I discovered a large
fatigue crack in the alternator mount. The rough edges of the crack rubbing against each other were the
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cause of the noise. A trip to the local welding dock fixed the problem in half a day. With another learning
experience behind us, we were able to head for Fiji, but not before a replacement rotor arrived.

While all this was happening, we still had one functional alternator, so we took advantage of our forced
delay by cruising the complete island group, only returning to the main town when it seemed DHL was
about to make a delivery. We rejoiced in being able to stay awhile to meet people and to begin feeling “at
home”. In a town as tiny as Neiafu, on the island of Vava’u, one is quickly recognized by almost
everyone. A stroll down the main street is an adventure. Pigs, huge or tiny, ramble everywhere.  Heather
met a teacher and invited herself to school where she was asked to read to the students.  The school girls
wear crisp white shirts and skirts and the boys and men here wear a tupenu which is a long wraparound
skirt.

 Tongan Classroom With Cruiser Friend

While the Vava’u islands are relatively well off, with many first world amenities, at times supplies do
become scarce. Occasionally cruisers bring gifts to help fill the gaps that exist among many of the more
remote Pacific islands. Some yachts arrive with much appreciated school supplies, eye glasses, fishing
gear and first aid supplies.

Books continue to be a means of instant rapport. An amazing woman, Patricia Ledyard, came to Tonga to
teach in 1949. She married a Scottish doctor and stayed on after his death. She kept her lively intellectual
curiosity active through reading. Every wall in her rambling solid home was lined with books. We saw a
complete collection of Shakespeare and Ruth Rendell! She had an extra building constructed to hold the
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overflow and her “Tongan collection” had almost every title to be found. Her own books are perceptive
insights into Tongan society. We donated a Canadian book to her collection and spent a delightful
afternoon with her which culminated in sun-downers. We heard a year later that sadly, Patricia had died.

Our extended cruise took us to most of the islands in the Vava’u group. Several of the smaller islands
were uninhabited, while just a few families lived on others. Some of those families augmented income by
offering visitors the opportunity to enjoy a Tongan Feast. The Kava ceremony, always enjoyed first, is
where guests shared a welcome drink made from the pepper plant root. This was followed by wonderful
food, music and dance by the village children. As one of our hosts said, in Tonga there is never a knife or
fork, fingers only!

Hunga, the westernmost island of the group, is unique. The entrance to the lagoon is only 30 to 40 feet
wide between cliffs and once inside, the open sea is entirely obscured by high ground. It was the height of
the annual Humpback whale migration and whale watching was in full swing. We climbed to a vantage
point and saw three humpback whales less than half a mile away. There was only one family living on
Hunga Island and they ran a small guest house that was ideal for a remote experience. While we were
there we shared the dining room with a couple of guests.

Soon we heard that DHL had finally delivered our new alternator rotor, so we headed back to Neiafu.
This time the chief mechanic for the Moorings Charter company put the big 300 amp hour beast back
together. Once reinstalled, we were back in business. We had stayed in Vava’u more than twice as long
as we had intended and finally, on August 10th, we cleared out of Tonga making straight for Lautoka, a
secondary Port of Entry in Western Fiji. We had arranged to pick up our guests on the outer island of
Navini, Fiji on August 17.

Conditions on ocean passages can be unpredictable. However, encountering even a Force 9 gale is
unlikely when making tropical offshore passages outside of hurricane, cyclone or typhoon seasons. One
single handed cruising book stated that if those seasons are avoided, the cruiser is unlikely to encounter
more than 50 knots of wind and if they do it will be only for a short duration. That proved to be our
experience. With prudent passage planning, and careful choice of weather windows, we found
manageable offshore weather to be the norm. Reliable weather forecasts include excellent weather fax
data and, more importantly, SSB channels carrying scheduled weather analyses from a variety of sources.
In the South Pacific, Russell Radio out of New Zealand was the go to station. This station provided
regularly scheduled weather updates several times daily. Moreover, it was interactive so specific area
detail was always available upon request.

Our August 10 departure followed a week of rain with indications that enroute weather should be good
for five days or so. By midday August 12, we had covered 210 NM of the 530 NM passage to Lautoka,
which is located just north of the main airport in Fiji, Nandi. Our passage was a mix of good and not so
good weather. Initially we sailed a beam reach in southeasterly winds of 10-12 knots. Late in day two,
winds became more easterly at 8-10 knots with gentle seas, so we poled out the genoa to starboard, put
the mainsail out to port and sailed wing on wing, or by the lee, until an hour before first light. At this
point, the boat came to an abrupt halt as winds suddenly switched 180 degrees to the west. Our big sails
acted like barn doors! A line squall had appeared out of nowhere! We quickly furled the genoa and
repositioned the main as winds and seas quickly built from the west. After the squall, the winds died and
we motored until sunset when light winds enabled us to sail.
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Next day, August 13, winds slowly built in strength until by nightfall they were 25 gusting to 30 knots
from the south-southeast. We soon furled the genoa entirely and carried on under a single reefed main and
staysail. Soon, winds increased to the point where we needed a second reef in the main. On our course,
we could not get the mainsail lowered despite easing the main sheet to maximum. We fired up the motor
and brought the boat head to wind. Not a bad idea in reasonable seas, but somewhat dicey in our
conditions. We put in the second reef but the experience was, to say the least, hair raising. The yacht
looked after herself and soon we were back on course.

After having just recovered from a costly technical error, I was now close to making a colossal
navigational error. We began by following the route I had originally planned to Suva which went south of
Fiji’s reef-ridden Lau Group of islands. From there I planned to turn directly for the main island of Viti
Levu, bypass Suva and proceed up the west coast to Lautoka. It was not until we got west of the Lau
Group that I realized my chosen route was the long way around and that it would be shorter to go south of
Kadavu Island. A bonus would be to bypass the Astrolabe Reef lying north of Kadavu, one of the largest
barrier reefs in the world.

The problem was that it was too late to alter course to sail south of Kadavu and, with the strong
southeasterly wind, we were on a lee shore less than 20 nautical miles off of Kadavu Island. I could not
allow the yacht to close on the shore. Our course was altered to 245 degrees magnetic and we sailed on a
comfortable broad reach with the double reefed main and staysail at about 6.5 knots. Most of the day was
spent putting distance between our sailboat and Kadavu Island until we cleared the island completely in
late afternoon.

 Fiji Arrival
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Once past Kadavu Island, we had a straight shot to Navula Pass. We made contact with friends moored at
the Musket Cove marina located in the outer lagoon of the Mamanuca Islands. I informed them that we
would be reaching Navula Pass around midnight. We were advised not to enter at night, as the pass was
poorly marked, so about 60 nautical miles before we reached it we hove-to in 30 knots of wind and 20
foot waves. The waves were not breaking and the period was very far apart so the ride was smooth.
Heather went below to sleep while I warmed up a chicken pot pie and sat in the cockpit in the breeze. We
remained hove-to for about five hours then resumed sailing to arrive at Navula Pass at first light. We
entered Navula Pass at 0830 on August 15, 2000 and anchored in Momi Bay for breakfast and some sleep
before motoring to Lautoka and exploring Western Fiji.

About The Author

Hugh & Heather Bacon

Argonauta I - Beneteau 440

Hugh and Heather left the Caribbean Island of Tortola in 1997. Their route took them through the
Caribbean to Panama. They transited the Canal in May 1999 and once in the Pacific, they explored the
Galapagos and many South Pacific Island Groups enroute to Australia. September 2002, they departed
Australia sailing North of Africa, first through South East Asia and then the Indian Ocean and up the Red
Sea to The Med.. In 2004 they continued to Southern France. Next year they went on to Gibraltar,
Morocco and the many Atlantic Islands. In January 2006 they departed the Cape Verde Islands and
completed their circumnavigation off Grenada later that month. Two more years in the Caribbean brought
them once again to the Panama Canal and in 2008, Argonauta I arrived in Sidney BC. 

_______________________________________________
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What is the Peterson Cup Cruising Rally? A Recent History and
an Invitation to Join

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/what-is-the-peterson-cup-cruising-rally-a-recent-history-and-
an-invitation-to-join/

Have you ever wondered what the Peterson Cup Cruising Rally (PCCR) is?

BCA’s only scheduled cruising rally is basically a fun week of buddy-boating and kicking back with like-
minded BCA members and, occasionally, a few non-members as well. Usually 5 to 12 boats participate,
but the number varies each year as it can be joined and exited as a skipper needs.

When former BCA Commodore Lex Peterson first started the rally, it was a series of daily races leading
up to the August Rendezvous. Done among friends, celebrated with a round or two, and good stories. But
these were not just competitive races: Lex did not believe in waiting to begin living. His message was
clear: “do it and get out there while you can”.

Today, the rally is a reflection of Lex’s original intent and in keeping with BCA’s core values:  Sharing,
Community, Adventure and Inspiration. It is sponsored by the association as a whole – not by a particular
Chapter – and relies on a willing individual or couple to volunteer as Rally Coordinator(s).  Thankfully
the PCCR has only been without a coordinator once in the past fourteen years; volunteers really do make
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BCA happen! Expenses are kept to a minimum and a modest participation fee (now $10 per person)
allows for a few fun prizes and, on occasion, a souvenir T-shirt.

 The 2015 PCCR Fleet: the wrap-up at Newcastle Island.

It has also become more of a social event – as it might be when you come across BCA boats in a distant
offshore location. Island hopping, more than daily races, has become the norm.  Local anchorages have
been interpreted as tropical islands, some with cannibals, parrots, pirates, stew-pots over campfires, new
country customs officers, ZARPE, and scantily clad natives (hence a propensity to race around Lasqueti
Island in years gone by).

Recent Rally History (2014 – 2017)

In 2014, Grace and Rob Dodge offered to coordinate the PCCR after former Calgary Chapter Vice
Commodore “Cap’n Pedro” Pete Simpson, rally coordinator for a number of years, stepped back. The
fleet was sent through Dodd Narrows, marooned or grounded in Herring Bay, and then escaped to
Montague, ending up in the Hummingbird Pub. This might have been the first year with a PCCR T-shirt;
the Dodge’s sketched and printed the memento shirt given out at Montague. Rally winner was Ken
Christie, skipper of Blue Rose.
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 Peterson Cup
Cruising Rally: Fleet of 2014

The 2015 rally was organized by Ken Christie who expanded the fantasy BCA cruising grounds from
tropical isles to the Falklands, as he had just rounded Cape Horn that February. Hence the introduction of
a rally theme: Round the Horn in 4 Days. Gambier Island became the Falklands. Gabriola Pass was Canal
Beagle, with Acorn Island being Cape Horn. Yes, it was all a nutty idea, but soon forgotten at Appie Hour
on Dulcinea II, in Ruxton Passage. Frank and Dawn had actually sailed it all. And were awarded the
Cup.
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 Peterson Cup winner 2016: Feather Mills, Freyja A

Ken Christie once again had the honour of organizing the 2016 rally. In February he had been given a
motorcycle in Santiago Chile, and sent south, way south from Valdivia. Amanda and Barry Glickman of 
Papa Rhumba then sent him to their old port of Puyuhuapi. Down a long Patagonian inlet, the ride
evolved into the 2016 PCCR theme.  Captain Feather Mills, Freyja A, accepted the Cup that summer.
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 PCCR 2017: Cookie Cutter at her finest!

In 2017, Ken’s travels had recently taken him to Panama and Costa Rica; he sailed from Shelter Bay
Marina, Colon to Golfito Harbour in Costa Rica, via Golfo Dulce. That journey gave rise to the year’s
theme and a Panama Canal T-shirt, created by Dana Fetherstonhaugh. Participants were asked to
complete Canal Transit and ZARPE forms at the Dinghy Dock Pub (it turned out that August Moon and 
Cookie Cutter already had valid Canal measuring numbers from previous transits). Tradewind Seeker
lead the Canal transit through narrow Little Bull Passage, then the Fleet took off to Tribune Bay, one of
the San Blas Islands. Libertina finished the Canal with a race to Secret Cove. The winds on the Thursday
made for an epic sail; Camdeboo reported seeing 28kn as they charged across the strait back to Mark Bay.
Single-handed skipper Heather Marshall aboard her trusty Catalina 27, Mischief, did more than solo
anchor, sail a fast passage, and crank out hot apple pies: she was unanimously awarded the Cup.

This Year’s Rally (July 28 – August 2)

Go ahead, make a few guesses!

As dictated by tradition, the rally will start in Nanaimo on Saturday, July 28 with a Passage Planning
meeting held in the Dinghy Dock Pub at 1600hrs. The Rally commodore, yes, Ken Christie for the fourth
consecutive year, will suggest the start time on Sunday (0900hrs), with the first of five anchorages being
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decided on as a group. The Fleet will take turns hosting Appie hour on deck at each anchorage, usually at
1700. There are no other docks or pubs involved during the week; all gatherings are in anchorages with
appies, potlucks and beverages from onboard supplies. Appies have tended to flow onto other boats, and
back eddy into dinner, plus stories, plus song before subsiding for the night – quite likely to be the norm
this year too.  The little Fleet of happy boats has a final dinner together on land, Thursday at 1900hrs.
Then Friday is a lay day, and Saturday the big BCA Rendezvous begins. And because the 2018 BCA
August Rendezvous is way south in the Pender Isles (Port Browning), the PCCR will likely end in a
southern community rather than back-track to Nanaimo.

 One of the many pies that have appeared at Appie Hour

What is not a rule: as a BCA boat, the demonstrated ability to safely cook at sea during the long voyage,
is a given. If it is not safe, don’t do it. Thus the present PCCR Commodore requests, not demands, a fresh
pie for each Appie hour. And all Appie hours are at anchor, which you should set before stern tie, or
raftup.

The Peterson Cup

After Lex passed away from cancer in 2004, his contributions to BCA were honoured with the
formalization of this annual event and a dedicated BCA perpetual award in his name.  The PCCR winner
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is decided by group consensus, with presentation at the August Rendezvous and/or at the Christmas
Awards night in the winner’s Chapter. The trophy is not necessarily awarded to the skipper with the
fastest sailing times; nor it is for an endurance race. While those things might come into play, the
Peterson Cup is for overall play, and recognizes a deserving skipper who exemplifies the BCA tradition
of fostering seamanship and friendship.  Since its inception in 2005, the Peterson Cup has been awarded
to:

2005 – John Humphries, Star Tracker
2006 – Grace & Robert Dodge, Nanamuk
2007 – Cam & Marianne McLean, Mayknot
2008 – Dave & Bev Carter, Coquette
2009 – Pete Simpson, Tula
2010 – Chris Stask & Jacqui Kidd, Inceptus
2012 – Feather Mills & Simon Brissenden, Freyja A
2013 – Glen Wilson, Moon Shadow VI
2014 – Ken Christie, Blue Rose
2015 – Dawn & Frank Gaudek, Dulcinea II
2016 – Feather Mills & Simon Brissenden, Freyja A
2017 – Heather Marshall, Mischief

Congratulations to all and here’s to another fine week of “inshore” sailing!  For further details and to
register for the 2018 Peterson Cup Cruising Rally, click here.

Be alive, live your life today. Awareness is a treasure. Celebrate life. “Someday” is today.
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 Peterson Cup: one
of BCA’s perpetual awards, named in honour of former BCA Commodore, Lex Peterson

 

About The Author

Ken Christie

Blue Rose - DeKleer Bros. 30 Sloop

Ken Christie has been a BCA member since 2010. He organized the 2015 Peterson Cup Cruisers Rally,
and is organizing, and will participate in, this year’s PCCR. Another of Ken’s claims to fame is that he
has a talent for locating solo women sailors. When not cruising BC waters, Ken’s 30’ Fraser sloop, Blue
Rose, lies ready under the Burrard Street Bridge.

_______________________________________________
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Congratulations BCA on your 40th Anniversary!

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/congratulations-bca-on-your-40th-anniversary/

Martin and I became members of this great association in 1987, on the recommendation of Helen and
Erik Kjemperud of Eventyr, neighbours of ours in Spruce Harbour Marina, where we lived aboard our 
Nor Siglar at the time. Martin, who was born on the south coast of Norway with salt water in his veins,
was dreaming of going offshore, while I, who am “just a country girl” having grown up on a farm inland
Norway, had no idea what bluewater sailing was about.  All I knew was that I got seasick easily, but love
to travel, so if I could only beat the seasickness, the idea certainly appealed to me as well.  And then we
joined BCA and the rest is history.

So what has Bluewater Cruising Association meant to us?  First of all, at the monthly meetings, we found
a wealth of information, especially through stimulating slide shows by returned offshore sailors, who
inspired us to follow our own dreams.  To me, these talks were particularly useful and confidence
building in someone who was not at all sure if offshore sailing was for her.  More often than not, I was
left to think: “If she can do it, I can too!” And that clinched it for me.  Once I had reached that important
threshold, we set a date for our departure – the single most important piece of advice we received from
Doers and Doners and something we strongly recommend to today’s Dreamers.  Do it!  Just Do it! 
Otherwise you may end up with dock fever and never leave.

Besides being an important motivator, BCA’s many specialized courses were extremely useful as well. 
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We followed most of them, i.e. Celestial Navigation by Ted Long, and the diesel engine course by Ken
Wright, ham radio and radar, weather and First Aid,  just to mention a few.

In the late 80’s, there was no “Fleet” yet.  In fact, Cam and Marianne McLean were dreamers
themselves, planning to go offshore around the same time as us.  However, the Vancouver Island
Cruising Experience (VICE) was launched at about that time and we were among the first to take part in
it.  The year was 1990 and I think we were about ten boats to head due west from Race Rocks to find
Cobb Sea Mount.  Only three finished, but I believe Nor Siglar was the only one to actually locate the sea
mount.  And that was without a GPS!  The VICE was a good test for us to see what bluewater sailing is
like, and we would highly recommend it to all dreamers. We discovered what equipment worked and
what didn’t, what we still needed to get and for me, most important of all:  I found out that I still get
seasick, but felt I would be able to cope with it anyway. So one year later, we cut the lines and took off –
in no small measure due to BCA being instrumental in providing us with the much needed
encouragement, know-how and last, but not least – camaraderie.  These ingredients obviously meant a lot
to us and was exactly what was needed to help us get off our butts and fulfill our own dreams.

Once out on the Deep Blue Yonder, we devoured all the information we could get from Currents,
especially articles from Doers.  We found them incredibly informative, exciting and inspiring.  In fact,
they were so useful and up to date that we often followed in their wakes.  At that time, we did not have
internet, of course, so Currents was worth its weight in gold.  We looked forward to getting the latest
copies every 3-4 months or so, when we picked up our mail parcel at the local American Express office,
or some marina somewhere.  How times have changed…

Our own adventure took us around the world for nine years and resulted in our book “9 Years on the 7
Seas with Nor Siglar”.  We wanted to share our experiences, hoping to inspire dreamers much the same
way Doers and Doners had done for us.  If you don’t already have a copy of our book, or any of the eight
others in our Seven Seas Adventures Mini Series, they can be found on www.amazon.com (Search: Anne
E. Brevig) – both in print and digital formats.

When we returned to life ashore, we wanted to give something back to BCA, and ended up giving a
multitude of slide shows, participating in discussion panels, helping out at boat shows and being mentors
to dreamers.  I also took on the role as coordinator of the Ocean Cruising Adventures Series when Liv
Kennedy, founding member of BCA, retired a number of years ago. It is a well-known fact that OCA was
the fore runner of BCA when it was launched back in 1978.

Martin and I have now been members for 31 years and would have loved to take part in the anniversary
celebrations.  On that special day, however, we will be away cycling the Galloping Goose Trail.  But we
will be sure to raise a glass or two to you from wherever we are, remembering the good old cruising days
and many, many dear friends.

So here’s to fair winds and following seas to a wonderful Association for many years to come!

 

About The Author
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Anne Brevig

ex-Nor Siglar - Gib Sea 40 Sloop

Anne Brevig is a long-time BCA member and author of '9 Years on the 7 Seas'. She and her husband,
Martin Vennesland, cruised around the world aboard NOR SIGLAR:
1991 – 2000: Circumnavigation
2001-2007: Cruising Scandinavia, the Baltic and St. Petersburg, Russia

_______________________________________________
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2018 Northwest Passage Hall of Fame

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/2018-northwest-passage-hall-of-fame/

The Vancouver Maritime Museum, a world leading maritime museum and a centre for dialogue,
education and maritime heritage research, is pleased to announce that it is accepting open nominations for
this year’s Northwest Passage Hall of Fame.

Launched in 2017, the Northwest Passage Hall of Fame (NWPHOF) Awards celebrate important
achievements in navigation and exploration of the waterways through the high Arctic. Each year, the
NWPHOF Awards honour one individual, one vessel, and one expedition to celebrate their achievements
and historical significance.

Nominations to the NWPHOF can be made in the following categories:

1. An individual (the nominee need not be living)
2. A vessel
3. An expedition

A Selection Committee is accepting nominations until July 31, 2018. The award winners will be
announced on Thursday, October 18, 2018 at the Vancouver Maritime Museum.

Nomination forms may be downloaded at: www.nwphalloffame.org.  Nomination forms must be emailed
to: marketing@vanmaritime.com

_______________________________________________
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Annual Peterson Cup Cruising Rally: Cruising the Salish Sea

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/annual-peterson-cup-cruising-rally-cruising-the-salish-sea/

Mark your calendar! Time to cast off the bowlines and and sign up for the annual Peterson Cup Cruising
Rally which takes place this year from Saturday, July 28 to Thursday, August 2.

All BCA members are invited to this unique and fun sailing event in memory of Past Commodore, Lex
Peterson, whose legacy is “do it and get out there, BCA sailors, while you still can!”  For those who are
unsure what this annual cruising rally is all about, here it is:

First and foremost, a cruising rally for those who are looking for some great local sailing and fun
this summer
Voyage-friendly for anyone of any gender; sailors, single-handers, female skippers, power
boaters, and everyone in-between, be they old, young, with or without kids, Dreamers, Doers and
Doners!
All about fostering seamanship and friendship for people with an active interest in “inshore”
cruising
A reflection of BCA’s values: Community, Sharing, Adventure, Inspiration
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 Great sailing across the
Salish Sea

Where and When

Once again, the waters, islands, nooks and crannies of the Salish Sea will be the backdrop (playground)
for this year’s rally.

Ken Christie will head up the Peterson Cup fleet which will gather as per tradition in Mark Bay, off
Protection Island, Nanaimo, on Saturday, July 28.  The Dinghy Dock Pub on Protection Island will be the
first official meeting place, at 1600h, and the Fleet will then set sail on Sunday morning, its first
destination having been agreed to during a voyage planning activity the previous evening.

The rally officially ends on Thursday, August 2  – just in time for everyone to head to Port Browning on
Friday for the start of the annual BC Day weekend rendezvous.  Rally participants will all have a chance
to win (and trade) fun prizes, the highlight being the awarding of the coveted Peterson Cup, which will be
presented at the Rendezvous.

For more information and to register, click here.
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August Rendezvous: Port Browning, Pender Island

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/august-rendezvous-port-browning-pender-island/

Mark your calendar for the BCA August Rendezvous, hosted by the Vancouver Chapter, at Port
Browning Marina Resort, Pender Island on August 3-6, 2018!

Arrive Friday evening and join us for coffee and goodies on Saturday morning; registration begins at 
9am.  The official start is, of course, Happy “Appie” Hour at 5pm on Saturday. In the evening, a sea-
faring movie (or two) will be shown.

Sunday we’ll have some activities – join if you wish or relax on island or on your boat or walk to the
village. The day will be capped off with our usual potluck gathering, with Port Browning Marina
providing the roast beef. Prizes and sea shanties will follow dinner.

As usual, please remember to bring your own cutlery, napkins, plates, bowls, cups, etc to the potluck and
happy hour events.

Open boat:  if your boat is open for visitors at anytime during the weekend, run a tea towel up your
rigging and get to know other BCA members.

RSVP here before Friday, July 27 and email Jaqualine Roussin with your boat name and expected
number of crew to ensure we can plan for food and activities.

Contact Port Browning Marina for further information about possible moorage on the dock at (250)
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629-3493. Camping is also available.

 

_______________________________________________
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